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Relationship to Writing
“Parenting” your work

✤ Expression of Self

✤ Revelation

✤ Indulgence

✤ Openness

✤ Practice

✤ Accepting process 

✤ Patience

✤ Self doubt

✤ Intellectualisation

✤ Expectation

✤ Criticism

✤ Discipline

✤ Demanding results

✤ Forcing thought

troubled by
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Indications of Good Writing

✤ Exercise: Two samples of academic writing 
read aloud - how do we respond to them as 
audience...?

✤ Tone of voice

✤ Flow of content; layout of paper

✤ Attention to detail; grammar, punctuation, 
referencing

✤ Resonance to reader

✤ Solid structure; appropriate use of sections, 
headings etc.

✤ Familiarity with material

✤ Evidence of internal and external 
discussion

✤ Consistency 

✤ Evidence of planning in content

✤ Reflexiveness and responsiveness to 
findings

✤ Minimal use of jargon

✤ Grounded approach; minimal use of 
abstraction

✤ Appropriate use of citation/quotations

✤ Well-supported arguments/assertions
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Writing as a Practice

✤ Consider what you write an expression of Self - treat it as 
you would be treated

✤ Consider that you write from the unconscious as well as 
the conscious mind

✤ Consider that you write from your whole being; eat well, 
exercise, rest as well as study

✤ Consider the space where you write - is it appropriate?

✤ Create a sustainable rhythm for your practice 

✤ Start early in the process

✤ Practice writing from “felt sense”

✤ Write often - 15 minutes a day

✤ Write profusely - generate heaps of content

✤ Practice with different tones - what sounds most like you?

✤ Ask friends and colleagues to review - listen to comments

✤ Respect your writing; how do you undertake it, where, 
with what

✤ Pay attention to your dreams - they will help you write

✤ Use your therapy and supervision to work out sticking 
points

✤ Edit, edit, edit.  Overwrite and cut back. Be precise. 

✤ Be mindful of participants - are you capturing the feeling of 
the work?

✤ Ask yourself why you are quoting in each case

✤ Make sure you reference as fully as possible - it deepens 
work and honours the lineage of research

✤ Review your bibliography as an article

✤ Read your work aloud regularly - check tone

✤ Procrastination is part of the process - your psyche needs to 
pause
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Academic Writing

✤ understand your “way” of thinking (Root-Bernstein, 1999) to inform the best way for you to write

✤ understand the referencing and formatting guidelines provided to you by DMU (2008)

✤ “embodied writing” does not mean emotional writing - careful use of emotion

✤ minimise first person

✤ be consistent and concise

✤ keep writing appropriate to section - methodology will be more technical than findings, findings will be more detached than 
conclusions etc.

✤ use English grammar correctly - particularly pay attention to use of hyphens, apostrophes, commas, colons and semi-colons

✤ be sure to write in whole sentences

✤ be wary of American English especially if using many American authors

✤ careful use of abbreviations, capitalization and italicization - have a good reason for doing any of these 

✤ don’t rely on formatting guides or grammar checkers

✤ timetable your writing to ensure a steady, consistent effort.  Aim to complete 3-4 weeks before the deadline to allow plenty of 
time for editing and reviewing
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Content Considerations

✤ Clearly set out your research problem or question and the assumptions and paradigms behind it. Keep tying your work into these aspect 
throughout.

✤ Check sections and paper for reasoning and “build”.  Inductive vs deductive reasoning

✤ Reason well - build arguments carefully, thoroughly and calmly. Do your own thinking - do not rely on established points of view.

✤ Research and build counter-arguments also.  Avoid one-sidedness. Use time-outs to think around the work. Good writing begins in the 
strangest places - it only is manifested at the keyboard.

✤ Avoid blinkers; what further research might this study provoke, what areas would you change about your study with hindsight?

✤ Be honest with yourself and your reader; did the study end up where you anticipated, is the study limited or compromised in any way?

✤ Check for robust anonymity.  Make sure that details are sufficiently well obscured to protect participant anonymity where you have 
promised it.

✤ Use appendices well; put sample data here, detail of method e.g. grounded theory coding procedures, statistical analysis, smaples of 
materials pertinent to your process etc.

✤ Be critical when it comes to relevancy.  Nothing confuses like description and detail that is superfluous to your essential points.

✤ Keep looking at relevance to the transpersonal.  Be clear as to which transpersonal paradigm you are adhering.

✤ Remember that the acknowledgements you include at the front of the dissertation will set a tone or leave an impression on the reader.  
Choose wisely.  
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Structuring Considerations

✤ Key components in structure: 

✤ title, cover page, abstract (about 200 words), contents page, 

✤ acknowledgements (include declaration of your own work), introduction

✤ review of the literature (final para needs to summarise how the research question arises from the literature summary and make clear what 
approach the study will take).

✤ method (account of design and method including critical review of method) 

✤ analysis/results (transparent and detailed account of the methods used with presentation of findings)

✤ discussion (summary of main findings, relate to themes in literature review, further review required, experience of limitations, summarize ways in 
which the study adds to extant knowledge) 

✤ references (alphabetised list),

✤ appendices.

✤ Prepare a framework for your writing using structures such as mind-maps then allow the writing to free-flow within those structure

✤ Print out often and mark up copies.  Don’t rely on on-screen editing.  In drafts use colours in text to highlight themes and repetitions etc.

✤ Cut text out and physically tape together versions to get the feel of it.  This physicality helps to capture the somatic, visceral feedback about your work.

✤ Accurate & consistent use of citation references with full, properly formatted reference list.

✤ Follow all guidelines (Dissertation Handbook) to the letter - appropriate title page, abstract, contents, binding etc.
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Embodied Writing 

✤ “Felt Sense”is the sensation connected to Eugene Gendlin’s 
focusing (Gendlin,1996; Perl, 2004).  

✤ Uses bodily sensation to map your connectedness to what you 
write

✤ Connecting body and mind well means that you can capture 
your own perspective well and succeed in  expressing it.  

✤ Working with felt sense involves confusion - initially thinking/
perception will often seem unclear, like mist.  Relaxation is the  
path to allowing the meaning to emerge.

✤ Working with felt sense involves accepting that answers to 
your questions all lie within you but emerge in their own time. 
Balance of the receptive and dynamic energies.

✤ Exercise: Sondra Perl’s book “Felt Sense” (2004) provides 
Guidelines for Composing which she developed with 
Gendlin. We’ll work with some of that writing and relaxation 
method now....

✤ “Two kinds of dead ends can happen in [writing]: The first 
occurs when the [writing] consists only of interpretation and 
inference without an experiential process.  the second dead end 
occurs when there are quite concrete emotions, but they are 
repeated over and over.” (Gendlin, 1996) [My edit - Gendlin’s 
discussing psychotherapy].
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